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Upcoming Events
• Fall Fling
Branson, Missouri
November 10-11, 2016
Please note: All events are open to members
and their employees. If you cannot attend, please
send another company representative.
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The information in this newsletter is provided without
any representations or warranties, express or implied. We
make no representations or warranties in relation to any
legal information. You must not rely on the information
in this newsletter as an alternative to legal advice from
your lawyer or other professional legal services provider.
If you have any specific questions about any legal matter
you should consult your lawyer or other professional
legal services provider.

Second Quarter 2016

New Department of
Labor Overtime Rule
By National Lumber and Building Material Dealers Association

On May 18, 2016, the U.S. Department of Labor issued a new rule
affecting the regulations on overtime pay: Defining and Delimiting the
Exemptions for Executive, Administrative, Professional, Outside Sales
and Computer Employees.

What Changed?
The standard salary threshold for full-time salaried “white collar” workers
(also referred to as executive, administrative or professional, or EAP, employees) is increased from $455 per week to $913 per week (or from the
current annualized $23,660 to $47,476). This number is based on the
40th percentile of full-time salaried workers in the lowest-wage Census
region (currently the South) and will be adjusted accordingly every three
years.
The highly compensated employees (HCE) salary threshold for full-time
salaried workers is increased from $100,000 to $134,004 per year. This
number is based on the 90th percentile of full-time salaried workers
nationally, and will be adjusted accordingly every three years.
The new rule also allows up to 10 percent of the salary threshold for
non-HCE workers to be met by non-discretionary bonuses, incentive
pay, or commissions, provided these payments are made on at least a
quarterly basis. With the new standard salary threshold of $47,476 effective December 1, 2016, “up to 10 percent” of this amount is $4,747.60
(or $91.30 per week).
The Department is changing the regulations to allow non-discretionary
bonuses and incentive payments (including commissions) to satisfy up to 10
percent of the standard salary test requirement. Such bonuses include, for
example, non-discretionary incentive bonuses tied to productivity or profitability (e.g. a bonus based on the specified percentage of the profits generated
by a business in the prior quarter). The Department recognizes that some
businesses pay significantly larger bonuses; where larger bonuses are paid,
however, the amount attributable toward the EAP standard salary level is
capped at 10 percent of the required salary amount. For employers to credit
Continued on next page

Overtime Rule - cont.

non-discretionary bonuses and incentive payments (including
commissions) toward a portion of the standard salary level test,
such payments must be paid on a quarterly or more frequent
basis.[1]

The new rule does not change the elements of the duties test
that all white collar exempt employees must meet, regardless of salary. For workers with salaries above the updated
standard salary threshold, employers will continue to use the
duties test to determine if the worker is entitled to overtime
pay. The new rule does not change the various exemptions to
the overtime rule for executive, administrative and professional workers and other employees. For example, the new
rule does not change the Outside Sales Exemption or the
Motor Carrier Exemption.

When the new rules go into effect, an employer can pay an
employee a base salary of at least 90 percent of the salary
threshold (or $821.70) and then make up the remaining
10 percent with non-discretionary bonuses and incentive
compensation. If at the end of the 13-week quarter the employee’s base salary plus his or her non-discretionary bonuses
and incentive compensation are not at least $11,869 ($913
x 13 weeks) on the next payday after the end of the quarter,
the employer can pay the employee the difference between
the employee’s actual earnings and $11,869 without the
employee losing his or her exempt status.[2]

Nor does the new rule change how employers may use bonuses to satisfy the HCE salary threshold:
The Department has not made changes to how employers may
use bonuses to meet the salary level component of the HCE test.
To claim the HCE exemption under the Final Rule, employers must pay workers at least the standard weekly salary level
of $913 per week on a salary or fee basis, while the remainder
of the total annual compensation may include commissions,
nondiscretionary bonuses, and other nondiscretionary compensation. Because employers may fulfill almost two-thirds of the
HCE total annual compensation requirement with commissions, nondiscretionary bonuses, and other forms of nondiscretionary deferred compensation, the Department determined
that it would not be appropriate to permit employers to also use
nondiscretionary bonuses and incentive payments to satisfy the
standard salary amount.[3]

Effective Dates
The effective date for the new thresholds is December 1,
2016. These threshold levels will automatically update every
three years, beginning January 1, 2020.
The Department of Labor will post the new salary levels 150
days in advance of their effective date, beginning August 1,
2019. According to a White House Fact Sheet on the new
rule, the new threshold of $47,476 is expected to rise to
$51,000 on January 1, 2020.

Continued on page 12

What Did Not Change?
The new rule does not change the three basic tests that a
worker must meet in order to claim a white collar exemption: 1) employee must be paid on a salary basis not subject
to reduction based on quality or quantity of work (“salary
basis test”); 2) salary must meet the applicable threshold
amount (“salary level test”); and 3) primary job duty must
involve work associated with executive, administrative, or
professional employees (“standard duties test”).

Managers and/or Manager
Trainees Wanted
La Crosse Lumber Company, with 14 yards from West
Central Missouri thru Eastern Illinois, is taking applications for Managers and/or Manager Trainees. A variety of
locations are available. La Crosse Lumber Company is an
equal opportunity employer. LaCrosse Lumber Company
is a drug free-work place; we provide paid vacations,
paid holidays, group medical insurance and discretionary
matching 401(k) retirement benefits.

[1] See Department of Labor Questions and Answers
at https://www.dol.gov/WHD/overtime/final2016/faq.
htm#S1, “Non-discretionary Bonuses and Incentive Payments,” Question and Answer 1. See also an explanation of
the difference between discretionary and non-discretionary
bonuses and “catch-up” payments that employers may make
at the end of any given quarter if the employee does not
receive enough non-discretionary bonuses and incentives for
that quarter.
[2] See Small Business Legislative Council Report (May 19,
2016).

An insurable driving record is required. Please send
resume to:
La Crosse Lumber Company
P.O. Box 468
Louisiana, MO 63353
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Across State Lines - Missouri

Members Enjoy Annual Swing-into-Spring
Thanks to the Generous Sponsors
Championship Sponsors

Big Hitter Sponsors

Federated Insurance
Mid-Am Building Supply
Mitek Builder Products - USP
Schutte Lumber Company
Westfall GMC (Hole-in-One Sponsor)

Blish-Mize Co.
Great Southern Wood Preserving
Hawkeye Building Distributors
Hixson Lumber Sales
Tax Favored Benefits
Warrior Building Products

Congratulations to the Winners
Fishing Tournament
Big Bass - 3lbs. 9 oz - Kirk Shadduck, Retired (Quikrete)
1st Place Stringer - 8lbs. 12oz - Justin Hendrix, Chic Lumber
2nd Place Stringer - 8lbs. 2 oz - Alec Neuman, Chic Lumber
3rd Place Stringer - 4lbs. 10 oz - Bob Brown, Beyers Lumber

Bowling Tournament
High Series - 570 - Darrell Derstler, Derstler Lumber
Most Improved Between Games - 73 pin bump between
games - Adam Hendrix, Chic Lumber

Golf Tournament

3rd Place Stringer Bob Brown, left, Beyers
Lumber with Chairman
Dave Schnettgoecke

2nd Place Stringer Alec Neuman, Chic
Lumber

1st Place Stringer Justin Hendrix, Chic
Lumber

Big Bass Winner Kirk Shadduck

First Place A Flight - 56 - Tim Elliott, Jeff Knaebel, Dan
Prendergast, Brian Heinsz
First Place B Flight - 67 - Carl Fulkerson, Jeff Girdner,
J Paul Hart, Brett Thorne
Second Place A Flight - 61- Tom McLeod, Danny Ruesch,
Rocky Morrissey, Rocky Morrissey II
Second Place B Flight - 67 - Cole Waddell, Brad
Hazelwonder, Logan Wiltfong, Jimmy Smith

Hole Prizes
Closest to Pin Hole #2 - Rocky Morrissey II
Longest Drive Hole #3 - Justin Wilkinson
Longest Putt Hole #6 - Rocky Morrissey
Closest to Pin Hole #7 - Cole Waddell
Longest Putt Hole #18 - Paul Morgan
Bullseye Hole - Steve Neuman

Happy fishermen at the Swing-into-Spring
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Across State Lines - Missouri - cont.

Most Improved Bowler Adam Hendrix, left, Chic
Lumber with Chairman
Dave Schnettgoecke

Bowling High Game Darrell Derstler,
Derstler Lumber

YOU WORK HARD...

2nd Place - A Flight in
Golf Tournament

SO DO OUR TRUCKS

1st Place - A Flight in
Golf Tournament

No matter your line of work, the Freightliner
is the truck of choice. For everything from
delivery and pick-up, to utility and towing,
if you want flexibility and maneuverability,
look no further than Freightliner.
Come and get one at Westfall!
WESTFALL
FREIGHTLINER

1st Place - B Flight in Golf Tournament

3915 NE Randolph Rd.
Kansas City, MO 64161
www.westfallgmc.com
816-455-7262

Your KC Truck Headquarters Since 1951
2nd Place - B Flight in
Golf Tournament
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Safety Corner

Compliance News

OSHA Final Rule for Tracking Workplace
Injuries and Illnesses
OSHA recently issued a final rule to revise its Recording and
Reporting Occupational Injuries and Illnesses regulation.
The final rule requires employers in certain industries to
electronically submit to OSHA injury and illness data
that employers are already required to keep under existing OSHA regulations. The frequency and content of these
establishment-specific submissions is set out in the final rule
and is dependent on the size and industry of the employer.
OSHA intends to post the data from these submissions on a
publicly accessible website. OSHA does not intend to post
any information on the website that could be used to identify individual employees.

electronically submit to OSHA injury and illness data
that employers are already required to keep under existing OSHA regulations. The frequency and content of these
establishment-specific submissions is set out in the final rule
and is dependent on the size and industry of the employer.
OSHA intends to post the data from these submissions on a
publicly accessible website. OSHA does not intend to post
any information on the Web site that could be used to identify individual employees.
The final rule also amends OSHA’s recordkeeping regulation
to update requirements on how employers inform employees
to report work-related injuries and illnesses to their employer. The final rule requires employers to inform employees of
their right to report work-related injuries and illnesses free
from retaliation; clarifies the existing implicit requirement
that an employer’s procedure for reporting work-related
injuries and illnesses must be reasonable and not deter or
discourage employees from reporting; and incorporates the
existing statutory prohibition on retaliating against employees for reporting work-related injuries or illnesses. The final
rule also amends OSHA’s existing recordkeeping regulation
to clarify the rights of employees and their representatives to
access the injury and illness records.

The final rule also amends OSHA’s recordkeeping regulation
to update requirements on how employers inform employees
to report work-related injuries and illnesses to their employer. The final rule requires employers to inform employees of
their right to report work-related injuries and illnesses free
from retaliation; clarifies the existing implicit requirement
that an employer’s procedure for reporting work-related
injuries and illnesses must be reasonable and not deter or
discourage employees from reporting; and incorporates the
existing statutory prohibition on retaliating against employees for reporting work-related injuries or illnesses. The final
rule also amends OSHA’s existing recordkeeping regulation
to clarify the rights of employees and their representatives to
access the injury and illness records.

What Does the Rule Require?
The new rule, which takes effect Jan. 1, 2017, requires
certain employers to electronically submit injury and illness
data that they are already required to record on their onsite
OSHA Injury and Illness forms. Analysis of this data will
enable OSHA to use its enforcement and compliance assistance resources more efficiently. Some of the data will also
be posted to the OSHA website. OSHA believes that public
disclosure will encourage employers to improve workplace
safety and provide valuable information to workers, job
seekers, customers, researchers and the general public. The
amount of data submitted will vary depending on the size of
company and type of industry.

Why is OSHA Issuing This Rule?
This simple change in OSHA’s rulemaking requirements
will improve safety for workers across the country. One
important reason stems from our understanding of human
behavior and motivation. Behavioral economics tells us that
making injury information publicly available will “nudge”
employers to focus on safety. And, as we have seen in many
examples, more attention to safety will save the lives and
limbs of many workers, and will ultimately help the employer’s bottom line as well. Finally, this regulation will improve
the accuracy of this data by ensuring that workers will not
fear retaliation for reporting injuries or illnesses.

Anti-Retaliation Protections
The rule also prohibits employers from discouraging workers
from reporting an injury or illness. The final rule requires
employers to inform employees of their right to report workrelated injuries and illnesses free from retaliation; clarifies

OSHA recently issued a final rule to revise its Recording and
Reporting Occupational Injuries and Illnesses regulation.
The final rule requires employers in certain industries to

Continued on next page
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Safety Corner - cont.

MLA Participates in Industry Events

MLA Participates in NLBMDA
Legislative Conference

the existing implicit requirement that an employer’s procedure for reporting work-related injuries and illnesses must
be reasonable and not deter or discourage employees from
reporting; and incorporates the existing statutory prohibition
on retaliating against employees for reporting work-related
injuries or illnesses. These provisions become effective August
10, 2016.

Compliance Schedule
The new reporting requirements will be phased in over two
years:
Establishments with 250 or more employees in industries
covered by the recordkeeping regulation must submit information from their 2016 Form 300A by July 1, 2017. These
same employers will be required to submit information from
all 2017 forms (300A, 300, and 301) by July 1, 2018. Beginning in 2019 and every year thereafter, the information must
be submitted by March 2.

MLA President Jim Bishop, Vesta Lee Lumber, Bonner
Springs, Kansas; Rep. Tim Huelskamp (R-KS); Robert Uhler,
MLA Regional Manager.

Establishments with 20-249 employees in certain high-risk
industries must submit information from their 2016 Form
300A by July 1, 2017, and their 2017 Form 300A by July 1,
2018. Beginning in 2019 and every year thereafter, the information must be submitted by March 2.

MLA Sponsors Successful
Risk Management Academy
On April 27, MLA sponsored a Risk Management Academy
under the auspices of Federated Insurance. We were able
to impact 22 different businesses around the region to help
them run a safer and more efficient operation. Federated
covered the following topics: Distracted Driving, Succession Planning, Employee Relations, Employment Practices,
Managing Your Workers Compensation Program, Federated Shield Network, and finally, Implementing a Drug and
Alcohol-Free Workplace. Watch for future offerings and take
advantage of this outstanding opportunity. If you have any
questions please contact Olivia or Robert at the association
office. Thanks Federated!

OSHA State Plan states must adopt requirements that are
substantially identical to the requirements in this final rule
within 6 months after publication of this final rule.
Source: Comply Ability e-News, June 2016

Do you need help with OSHA compliance? Call your
MLA at 800-747-6529 and speak with Robert Uhler
about MLA’s OSHA services. Find out how we can assist
you in improving your company’s safety program and end
your concerns about what would happen if OSHA paid
you a visit.

Risk Management Academy attendees
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Benefit Plan News

It’s Time You Out-Sourced Your Retirement
Savings Plan
By Tax Favored Benefits
With the building concern over fiduciary risk, the argument for outsourcing your 401(k) plan to the Mid-America
Lumbermens Multiple Employer Plan (MEP) keeps getting
stronger.

of delegation of fiduciary responsibility (and liability) by a
plan sponsor.” It has been suggested that multiple employer
plans offer the most significant mitigation of fiduciary risk
available today. Take advantage of economy of scale. By participating in the master plan, the pooling of MLA member
resources enables the average investor to have access to topshelf mutual funds at some of the lowest expense. Instutional Shares, Admiral Shares, and other funds are some of
the highest quality funds that you can invest in, but couldn’t
before. Off load the entire administration of the plan to
somebody else. Rather than working with a broker, an advisor, and a TPA, all of these roles are bundled into a single
point of service. Your payroll officer works directly with the
MLA’s Endorsed Benefits Provider, Tax Favored Benefits
Inc., just as they would to process your payroll.

The key to understanding the impact of the MLA 401(k)
MEP is this: When an MLA member merges their singe-employer plan into the MLA MEP, they cease to be the sponsor
of the plan. That central role transfers to the Mid-America
Lumbermens Association, and the roles of ERISA 3(16) plan
administrator and plan trustee generally move along with it.
By transferring the plan sponsor role, members adopting
the MLA MEP eliminate their plan audit and Form 5500
filings, simplify plan operations and achieve a profound
reduction in fiduciary liabilities. In an August 6, 2009 article
in Morningstar Advisor, W. Scott Simon referred to joining a multiple employer plan as, “...the platinum standard

Out-sourcing your company-sponsored retirement savings
plan to the MLA MEP can save you time and money, and
reduce your fiduciary responsibility (and liability.)
For more information on the MLA MEP, please contact
Bill Male at Tax Favored Benefits Inc., (913) 648-5526 or
billm@taxfavoredbenefits.com.
Securities and investment advisory services offered solely through Ameritas Investment Corp. (AIC). Member FINRA./SIPC. AIC is not affiliated with Tax Favored
Benefits, Inc. or MLA. Additional products and services may be available through
Tax Favored Benefits, Inc that are not offered by AIC.

Did You Know...

About Your Association’s Promotional Product Specials?
Apparel - T-Shirts as low as $3.25 w/3-color imprint
(500 min.) Twill Caps (high and low profile) as low as
$4.85 (72 min.)

Specializing in
Profit Sharing
401(k) Plans

Asset Preservation
Disability Income

Writing Instrument - BIC Clic Stick Special $.46 ea.
(300 min.) Low cost kick-off $.19 ea. (1,000 min.)

Business Continuation Planning
Retirement Income Planning
Private Money Managing

David B. Wentz

Appointment Wall Calendar - Spiral Bound $1.14 (300
min.) Go to leoeisner.com and click Beacon Calendars
for a wide selection of subjects. Stapled version is $1.04
(300 min.)

Bill Male

4801 W 110th Street
Overland Park, KS 66211

Contact De at the Association office for more
information or to order products - 816-561-5323 or
dee@westerneda.com.

913-648-5526.
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Improving Cash Flow

You Can’t Grow Your Way to
Better Cash Flow
By Scott Simpson, President and CEO, BlueTarp Financial
If you are carrying lots of dated accounts receivable (A/R),
or if a disproportionately high number of customers are slow
payers, don’t think you can grow your way out of the problem with higher sales volume.

Are you paying suppliers faster than you are
getting paid by your customers?  That’s very
common.

It’s a common myth that more sales will immediately
translate to higher cash flow. But the underlying reason for
this misunderstanding is simple: you are very likely paying
suppliers faster than you are getting paid by your customers.
Many manufacturers, distributors, and co-ops demand payment in 10 days, yet that’s often the shortest time you’ll get
paid by your customers, who commonly pay you in 30 days,
60 days, or longer.

The consequences of being cash constrained can be punishing. For instance, without cash on hand, you can’t take full
advantage of buying opportunities. If commodity prices are
down, and you want to pickup a rail car of OSB or a few
truck loads of decking, you can’t do so without borrowing
the money and losing on your bottom line.
Fact is, the volume of your business cannot overcome poor
A/R in good markets or bad. Don’t despair if these problems
ring true for your business. There are tried-and-true methods for cleaning up your A/R, which are at the core of all of
these cash crunch problems.

Bridge The Gap With Credit?
Here’s an example: Let’s say you have a salesman who gets on
a streak and has a spike in sales. That’s an increase in revenue
on your company’s profit and loss (P&L) statement, but it
stands as an account receivable on your balance sheet. Only
after that cash is paid to you can you invest the proceeds in
inventory, delivery, or other ways to further increase sales.
On the other hand, if you don’t have the cash, and bills are
due, you may be compelled to draw upon your bank line of
credit to make necessary purchases and replenish inventory.
The result: the interest charge on your bank line of credit is a
direct cost consequence for not getting paid on time.
If the increase in sales is from a very large customer, those
high-volume sales may feel great as a contributor to your
revenue. However exciting they might seem at first, those
sales may actually result in a punishing cash gap between
when you need to pay for inventory to replace the product
he bought, and when he actually pays you.

To reduce the impact of cash crunches and how they limit
your business growth, here are the key areas to focus on:
• Receivables.
• Take steps to shrink the gap between AR and AP.
• Require customers to clean up all delinquencies.
• Move bad payers to COD.
• Terms. Negotiate better AP terms with suppliers and
		co-ops.
• Credit management.
Engage a credit management company to fund you upfront
for your sales and protect you from risk of bad pays.
BlueTarp frees up cash flow, takes credit risk off of you, and
integrates seamlessly into how you run your business.

Do High Sales Volume Makes Matters
Worse?

Scott Simpson is the president and CEO of BlueTarp Financial.
BlueTarp is a B2B credit management company that pays suppliers
upfront for their sales and protects them from risk, so they can fund the
growth of their business. Headquartered in Portland, Maine,
BlueTarp has partnered with over 2,000 suppliers since 1998. To
reach Scott, you can email ssimpson@bluetarp.com or call
207-797-5900.

In the example cited above, and many others that you probably run into in your business, increasing your sales volume
may only make your A/R and cash flow worse in the short
run, if you are getting paid slower than you have to pay your
suppliers. Increasing your sales doesn’t solve the underlying
reason for your cash crunch: You’re simply not collecting
payment in time, no matter what your volume.
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BlueTarp
credit services
now available in
invisible.
Introducing

BlueTarp Powered. With our team working

behind the scenes, you manage customer interactions as
you always have. Plus, you’ll guarantee your cash flow,
protect yourself from risk and grow your sales with up to
90-day terms and $1 million lines. Learn more about this
new service at bluetarp.com/powered.

bluetarp.com/powered
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Federal Legislative News

NLBMDA Pushes for Full Repeal of
Health Insurance Tax
By Ben Gann
As part of President Obama’s health care reform bill passed
in 2010, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) created a new tax
on a type of health care plan offered by many small businesses, including lumber dealers. The health insurance tax (HIT)
is levied against companies offering fully insured plans that
is then passed on to employers and employees in the form of
higher premiums.

Although a temporary suspension of the HIT is a step in the
right direction, full repeal is needed to ensure certainty and
affordability for small businesses.
Health care remains a major expense for employers that
offer coverage to their employees. In a recent Kaiser Family
Foundation survey, for 2015 average annual premiums for
employer-sponsored health insurance were $6,251 for single
coverage, of which employers on average paid $5,180. The
average premium was $17,545 for family coverage, with
employers on average contributing $12,590.

The HIT first took effect in 2014 and was $8 billion. For
2015 and 2016, the tax is $11.3 billion annually. The good
news is it has been suspended for 2017 as part of the Omnibus Spending bill passed and signed into law on December 18, 2015. However, after the moratorium in 2017, the
tax will be $14.3 billion in 2018. In 2019 and beyond, it
increases annually based on premium growth.

Supporters of the ACA have opposed full repeal of the HIT
on the grounds that it would add to the federal deficit.
However, the HIT’s primary public policy objective is as a
revenue generator for other subsidies in the ACA.
Moreover, most of the tax is paid by those who can least
afford it. Approximately half of the premium increase from
the HIT is paid by those with incomes between $10,000
and $50,000.

All from the Same

FAMILY TREE

The Jobs and Premium Protection Act (H.R. 928, S. 183)
has been introduced in both the House and Senate to repeal
the HIT. Reps. Charles Boustany (R-LA) and Kyrsten
Sinema (D-AZ) sponsored the legislation in the House,
while Sens. John Barrasso (R-WY) and Orrin Hatch (R-UT)
are the sponsors in the Senate.
A majority of the House already supports the legislation as
235 lawmakers have signed on as cosponsors. Companion
legislation in the Senate has 39 cosponsors.
At the 2016 NLBMDA Spring Meeting and Legislative
Conference held in April in Washington, D.C., repeal of
the HIT was one of the major issues lumber dealers discussed when meeting with their lawmakers on Capitol Hill.
NLBMDA is also a member of the Stop the HIT coalition
committed to full repeal.
NLBMDA was pleased with the suspension of the HIT for
2017; however, the association remains concerned about the
HIT’s long-term burden on small businesses. Full repeal of
the HIT is needed to provide adequate relief to lumber dealers who offer health care coverage to their employees.

Serving the four-state MLA dealer area.
877-819-6637 • www.yellawood.com
The Great Southern Wood Preserving, Incorporated logo and MasterDeck are a trademarks of Great Southern Wood Preserving, Incorporated.
YellaWood®, the yellow tag, N-Durz®, FlameFreez®, the flame icon and Repel® are federally registered trademarks of Great Southern Wood
Preserving, Incorporated. AZEK trademarks, are either registered trademarks, trademarks, service marks or otherwise protected property of AZEK.
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Your Business, Your Paycheck
What would happen if you couldn’t work for a month? Three months? Three years? How would it
affect you, your business, employees, and family if a disability put you on the sidelines for an
extended period of time?
For starters, it’s probably a safe assumption that you wouldn’t have the steady income you’re
used to. Your business could lose clientele. Your employees might be out of a job. And your
family…well, the financial burden could be overwhelming. The total picture could be pretty bleak.
Are you thinking “it’ll never happen to me”? Consider these startling statistics¹:
 One in eight American workers will be disabled for five years or more during their working
careers.
 68 percent would find it very or somewhat difficult to meet their current financial
obligations if their next paycheck was delayed for one week.
 65 percent say they could not cover normal living expenses even for a year if their
employment income was lost; 38 percent could not pay their bills for more than three
months.
One more: Only half of all workers have actually planned for the prospect of a disability.¹ Don’t
you want to be part of that proactive 50 percent? Federated Insurance can show you how a
Business Owner Benefit rider can protect your personal and business assets as you recover from a
disability.
(To discover your potential risk for a long-term disability and ways to reduce the odds something like this will happen to you, visit the Council for Disability Awareness at
www.disabilitycanhappen.org.)
¹Council for Disability Awareness, www.disabilitycanhappen.org; “Disability Statistics,” July 2013; accessed 2/4/2014.

* All products and services may not be available in all states
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Overtime Rule - cont.

Special Note on the Importance of the Duties
Tests

paid on at least a quarterly basis to count for up to
10 percent of the standard salary threshold. Note: To qualify
for the White Collar (EAP) Exemption, the employee must
meet the duties test for one of the following three classifications: Executive, Administrative or Professional. See the
Department of Labor’s Fact Sheets #17B, #17C, and #17D
listed below.

It is important to continue to focus on the employee’s duties, both for purposes of satisfying the basic White Collar
Exemption and for satisfying the exemptions for outside sales
or motor carriers. This is particularly important where the
employer may consider re-configuring an employee’s duties
given the new salary thresholds.

Highly Compensated Employee Exemption: If the salesperson does not meet the Outside Sales Exemption or the standard White Collar Exemption, she may still be exempt under
the Highly Compensated Employee (HCE) Exemption. The
new rule does not change the ability to use commissions
towards meeting the HCE threshold amount. Under the new
rule effective December 1, 2016, if she is paid at least the
new standard threshold amount, then her commissions may
count towards his total compensation. Note: To qualify for

Special Consideration: Outside Sales
Outside Sales Exemption: The new rule does not change the
general exemption for outside sales employees. The final rule
notes: “An exempt outside salesperson must be customarily and regularly engaged away from the employer’s place of
business and have a primary duty of making sales, or obtaining orders or contracts for services or for the use of facilities.
There are no salary or fee requirements for exempt outside
sales employees.”

[3] See Department of Labor Questions and Answers at
https://www.dol.gov/WHD/overtime/final2016/faq.htm
#S1 , “Non-discretionary Bonuses and Incentive Payments,”
Question and Answer 4.

To qualify for the outside sales exemption, all of the following must be met: 1) the employee’s primary duty must be
making sales or obtaining orders or contracts for services or
for the use of facilities for which a compensation will be paid
by the client or customer; and 2) the employee must customarily and regularly be engaged away from the employer’s place
or places of business.

Continued on next page

The phrase “customarily and regularly” means greater than
occasional but less than constant; it includes work normally
done every workweek, but does not include isolated or onetime tasks. The phrase “away from employer’s place of business” means that the outside sales employee makes sales at the
customer’s place of business. Outside sales does not include
sales made by mail, telephone or the Internet unless such
contact is used merely as an adjunct to personal calls. According to Department of Labor’s Fact Sheet #17F: Exemption
for Outside Sales Employees Under the Fair Labor Standards
Act (FLSA), “any fixed site, whether home or office, used by
a salesperson as a headquarters or for telephonic solicitation
of sales is considered one of the employer’s places of business, even though the employer is not in any formal sense the
owner or tenant of the property.”
White Collar (EAP) Exemption: If the salesperson does not
meet the two criteria above, then he does not qualify for the
Outside Sales Exemption. For instance, if he works from his
office making phone calls and is rarely away from the office
calling on customers, then he does not qualify for the exemption. However, he may qualify for the standard White Collar
(EAP) Exemption. The new rule allows commissions that are
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Special Thanks To These
Sponsors That Support
All Association Programs

the (HCE) Exemption, the employee must meet the applicable dutires test. See the Department of Labor’s Fact Sheet
#17H listed below.
Example A: Peter is paid an annual base salary of $25,000 to
make sales and take orders. Peter makes $40,000 in commissions. Peter qualifies for the Outside Sales Exemption only if
he meets the two criteris: 1) his primary duty is making sales
or obtaining orders; and 2) he is customarily and regularly
engaged away from the employer’s place of business. The
Outside Sales Exemption is not subject to the standard salary
threshold. In this case, the amount of commission that Peter
earns is immaterial to meeting the Outside Sales Exemption.

• Federated Insurance
• Blish-Mize
• Great Southern Wood
Preserving
• Tax Favored Benefits
• Westfall GMC Truck
Patronize the companies that
support your industry!

Example B: Paul is paid an annual base salary of $25,000
to make sales and take orders. He makes $40,000 in commissions. Paul does not meet one or both of the two criteria
above; therefore, he does not qualify for the Outside Sales
Exemption; however, it is possible Paul may qualify for the
White Collar (EAP) Exemption. In this case, Paul does not
qualify for the EAP exemption because under the new rule
effective December 1, 2016, only $4,747.60 of the $70,000
commission may count towards the standard salary threshold.
Continued on next page
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Note: Even if Paul earned $70,000 in commissions, only
$4,747.60 could be applied towards the standard threshold.
In order for Paul to qualify for the EAP exemption, as of
December 1, 2016, he must have a base salary of $42,729
and commissions (plus any non-descretionary bonuses) of at
least $4,747.60. To qualify for the HCE exemption, Paul’s
total compensation of salary, non-discretionary bonuses and
commissions must meet the new threshold of $134,004.
Even though all of Paul’s $40,000 in commissions may
count towards his compensation, he does not meet the HCE
exemption on two accounts: 1) his base pay is below the new
standard salary threshold of $47,476; and 2) his combined
base salary of $25,000 plus commission of $40,000 does not
meet the new HCE salary threshold of $134,004.

must perform such duties as a driver, driver’s helper, loader
or mechanic. Note, employees performing such duties meet
the duties requirement of the exemption regardless of the
proportion of “safety affecting activities” performed, except
where the continuing duties have no substantial direct effect on “safety of operation,” or where such safety affecting
activities are so trivial, casual, and insignificant as to be de
minimis (so long as there is no change in the duties).
2) Transportation involved in the employee’s duties must be
in interstate commerce (across State or international lines) or
connect with an intrastate terminal (rail, air, water, or land)
to continue an interstate journey of goods that have not
come to rest at a final destination. In addition, an employee
who has not made actual interstate trip may still meet the
duties requirement if: a) the employer is shown to have an
involvement in interstate commerce; and b) the employee
could, in the regular course of employment, reasonably have
been expected to make an interstate journey or could have
worked on the motor vehicle in such a way as be safetyaffecting.

Example C: Mary is paid an annual base salary of $47,476
to make sales and take orders. Mary makes $70,000 in commissions. Mary does not meet one or both of the two criteria
above; therefore, she does not qualify for the Outside Sales
Exemption. However, it is possible Mary may qualify for
the HCE Exemption. In this case, Mary would not qualify,
even though the entire amount of the $70,000 in commissions may be used towards the HCE threshold amount of
$134,004.

Note: Attention is given to whether the employee is involved
in “safety affecting activities.” The Section 13(b)(1) overtime exemption does not apply to employees not engaged
in “safety affecting activities,” such as dispatchers, office
personnel, those who unload vehicles, or those who load
but are not responsible for the proper loading of the vehicle.
Only drivers, drivers’ helpers, loaders who are responsible for
proper loading, and mechanics working directly on motor
vehicles that are to be used in transportation of passengers
or property in interstate commerce can be exempt from the
overtime provisions of the FLSA under Section 13(b)(1).

Special Consideration: Motor Carrier
The new rule does not change the general exemption for
motor carriers. The final rule notes: “This exemption eliminated overtime pay for “any employee with respect to whom the
Secretary of Transportation has power to establish qualifications
and maximum hours of service pursuant to the provisions of
Section 31502 of Title 49”...To be exempt, these workers must
engage in ‘safety affecting activities.’ Examples of exempt occupations include, ‘driver, driver’s helper, loader, or mechanic’.”

The Motor Carrier Exemption does not apply to drivers of
motor vehicles weighing 10,000 pounds or less in transportation on public highways in interstate or foreign commerce.

The Motor Carrier Exemption applies when: 1) the employee is employed by a motor carrier or motor private carrier; 2)
the drivers, driver’s helpers, loaders, or mechanics perform
duties that affect the safety operation if motor vehicles in
transportation on public highways interstate commerce; and
3) the employee is not covered by the small vehicle exception.

Source: NLBMDA

Business Forms and
Envelopes
Look to the Association for all your business
forms needs. MLA has competitive prices for
all stock and custom forms including
business envelopes.

The following duties test must be met to qualify for the
Motor Carrier Exemption:
1) The employee’s duties must include the performance,
either regularly or from time to time, of safety-affecting activities on a motor vehicle used in transportation on public
highways in interstate or foreign commerce. Employees

Contact De at the Association office,
1-800-747-6529, for pricing and
more information.
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Meet
the new
boss.

Are you prepared if something were to happen
to you? Is your predecessor? You deserve to
transition your business to the next generation
in the manner you deem best. A sound business
succession plan can help protect your life’s work.
Call your local marketing representative or visit
federatedinsurance.com to learn more.
Federated provides clients with access to services offered through wholly independent third parties. Neither Federated nor its employees provide legal advice.
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